These factorizations of ,3Xf) may be thought of as being determined by the factorizations [G] X [H] = [GHh] X [H] of the group [G]X [H].
In the present discussion we shall consider normal semi-fields © with an arbitrary group @. We shall show that we can obtain other direct factorizations of ©XI with group ©X®* if ® contains a normal divisor 9t, such that is equivalent to a subgroup §c* of the centrum of ®*, the group of I. We shall generalize Albert's cyclic systems to normal systems (©, ®). Then we shall see that the set 2 of all normal systems with group ® with the property ( §c a subgroup of the centrum of ®) is closed under multiplication, and that this multiplication is associative if ® is the direct product of and &c. Finally 2 is an abelian group if @ is abelian.
Furthermore as in the case of cyclic systems we shall consider crossed products of normal systems with their groups, and shall derive a connection between the properties of direct products of two such crossed products and the corresponding properties of normal systems.
2. Normal semi-fields. A separable semi-field © of order n over the reference field $ is known(2) to be the direct sum of / separable, isomorphic fields 0" of degree s over that is, ® = Qi 9 Qs © • • • 9 Q, (st=n).
We make the Definition. Let © be a separable semi-field of order n over $ and let ® = (Gi, G2, • • • , G") be a group of automorphisms of ©. Then we call © a normal semi-field with automorphism group ® if ©8 = (eGl, e°', ■ • ■ , eGn) over S/or afield 2 over $ awo" pairwise orthogonal idempotents e°-. This is exactly the definition of a normal ring as given by Teichmuller(3). Diagonal algebras are trivially normal semi-fields and normal fields also are normal semi-fields.
A normal semi-field © with group ® is ©-irreducible (4), for the diagonal algebra ©8 is irreducible since © is transitive with respect to the eG*. From Albert's lemma(4) it follows that © = QX@ with <ä = (e01, e", • • • , e<") for a set of g" of ®. Teichmüller proved(5) that Q is a normal field over whose automorphism group is the subgroup § of ® which leaves the elements of ( § unaltered.
We prove a result which, for the case where © is a field, is a part of the well-known fundamental theorem of the Galois theory(6). Theorem 1. To every normal divisor 9c of ® corresponds a normal subsemi-field ©(91) of © consisting of all elements of © unaltered by the automorphisms of 9c, and having ®/9i as a group. The order of ©(9c) is the order of ®/9c. For @(9l) is a sub-algebra of a commutative semi-simple algebra and is therefore also commutative and semi-simple, hence ©(91) is a semi-field. The group ®/9i is a group of automorphisms of ©(9c) since all elements of a coset of 9t induce the same automorphism in ©(91). It is normal since the scalar extension ©(9c)g is the diagonal sub-algebra of ©g unaltered by 9t and Teichmüller proved this theorem in a different, more difficult way(7). The converse, that to every normal semi-field of order j of © corresponds a normal divisor of order i of ®, does not hold in general as the following example shows. Let © be diagonal with ®, the non-abelian group of order six, as an automorphism group. Then ® consists of the elements i, s, t, t2, st, st2 [January where i is the identity, s and t of orders two and three respectively, and ts=st2. Then © has a normal basis e\ e8, e', e'2, eat, e"'2 of orthogonal idempotents. The diagonal algebra X with (ei-\-es), (e'-\-est), (e^+e"'2) as basis is a normal sub-semi-field with (i, t, t2) as automorphism group. But © does not have a normal divisor of order two.
Theorem 2. If ® is the direct product of two subgroups 9c, §, then © is the direct product of their corresponding normal sub-semi-fields.
For, if © = 9cX § the 91 and § are normal divisors of @. If n, i, j are the orders of ®, 9c, § respectively, then n=ij. Now ©(91) has order j, ©( §) order i, hence ©(9i)©( §) has order less than n if and only if ©(9c) and ©( §) have elements other than those of the reference field $ in common. But such elements are elements of © unaltered by all automorphisms of 9i and £>, hence of ®, and they lie in £; ©(9c)©( §) has order n and is equal to ©(9c) X@( §) = ©.
3. Factorizations of direct products of groups. As we indicated in the introduction, Albert considered direct factorizations of direct products of cyclic semi-fields determined by factorizations of the direct products of their groups. In our later considerations of the direct products we shall generalize the cyclic case by considering subsets of direct products of normal semi-fields unaltered by a subgroup ®0 of ®X®*, the direct product of their groups such that ®X®* = ®oX®*. Before doing so we wish to know about the possibility of such factorizations of the direct products of two groups. The required result is given by Theorem 3. Let ® and ®* be any two finite groups. Then there exist factorizations ® X®* = ®oX®*/or a subgroup ©05^ © of ® X®* if and only if there exists a normal divisor 9c of @ such that ®/9c is equivalent to a subgroup of the centrum of ®*. The group ®0 is equivalent to © and is contained in For, since ®o is a subgroup of ®X®* its elements must be products of elements in ® with elements in ©*, go = gh* (go in ®o, g in ®, h* in ®*);
on the other hand every element go must be commutative with every element g* of ©*, g*go =gog* and g*gh* = gh*g*.
Since the elements of © are commutative with those of ©*, we have gg*h* = gh*g*,
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It follows that h* is in the centrum of ®*. Let g" (v = 1, 2, • • • , m) be the elements of ®, and c* be elements of the centrum of ®*. Then we know that every go of @o is uniquely expressible as the product of an element g of ® and an element c* of the centrum of ®*, so that gO gCg* = C*g.
It follows that ®0 is equivalent to ® under the correspondence go<->g. Since ®0 is a group, we have then goh = ghcg*ch* = (gh)o = {gh)c*h.
This holds if and only if c*c* = c*h. Now it follows that there must exist a homomorphism g ~* c *• Hence these c"* must form a group § * which, since the ca* are in the centrum of ®*, is a subgroup of this centrum. Thus ® is homomorphic to a subgroup of the centrum of ®*. Consequently(8),
there exists a normal divisor 91 of ®, such that ®/9c is equivalent to §*, ®/9c^ §*.
Conversely, if © has a normal divisor 9t such that ®/9t is equivalent to a subgroup §c* of the centrum of ©*, that is, if ®=gi9i+g29c+
• These g0 form a group ©o. For, since 9c is a normal divisor of the group ® we have gn' = n"g, goho = ngc0*n'hch* = nn"ghce*ch* and nn"gh -> Cg*ch*.
But ®/9c is a group and there exists in 91 an element n' such that ngn'h = »igi (the unity of ®),
The elements of ©o are commutative with the elements of ©*, and @0 and ®* Define u = e91i~hl. Then for any element G" of ® the quantity ua" is a certain e°^h in e"Q. By taking all m different G of ® we get all n elements e°£h. Thus u = e01^hl and its conjugates form a normal basis of ©.
We now let S = ©X£ where © and X are normal semi-fields of order m and n, and with groups ® and ®* respectively, and prove Theorem 5. The direct product 3? = © X X is a normal semi-field of order mn with group ® X ®*. ; is a normal semi-field with ®X®* as automorphism group. Let us now assume that ® has a normal divisor 9f such that ®/9c^ §*, a subgroup of the centrum of ©*. We know from Theorem 2 that ®X®* (9) Deuring, M., Mathematische Annalen, vol. 107 (1932), pp. 140-144. = @oX®* where ®o has the structure given in Theorem 2. Since the group of @X2 is ®X®* = ®oX®*, ®o is a normal divisor of ®X®*. Hence from Theorem 1 it follows that3 = ©X£ contains a normal sub-semi-field SB of order n whose elements are unaltered by ®o and whose group is ®*. We prove Theorem 6. The direct product 3 = @X£ = ©X3B.
For by Theorem 2 3 is the direct product of 3(®*) and 3(©o) since @X@* = @oX@* and 3(®*) =© and 3(®o) = 2B. We also see that ®" can be considered as the group of ©. (2) X) ka,w°', kG. in Ä, g" is a linear combination of the mn elements u0^* in 3 with the &g« as coefficients, since these elements form a basis of 3, (2) can only be zero if all &G* = 0. Thus the n elements w°' of SB are linearly independent and since SB has order n they form a normal basis of SB. Now ©/9c and £>c* are abelian groups. If g3l<^c* is an isomorphism between ®/9t and so is g9c<-^(c*)ir for an arbitrary integer a. For if [January g9c<-»(c*)% g^lh^l=gh'ü*-*{Cg*)''{ch*y=(ca*ch*y. Each of these isomorphisms yields a ®0, and a factorization ®X®* = ®o,X®*. Consequently 3 = © X X = @XSB" where SB, is the normal sub-semi-field 3(@o,) and has a basis w!T=]Oni+-t-m^V^'g* for all G* of ®*. For every © and 21 we shall call the set 3B_i defined by @X3T = ©X9B_i the product of © and X. Then we prove Lemma 1. The product of © and SB_i is 3B_2.
For ®o,-i, the group of @, has a normal divisor 91, such that ©o,_i/9ĉ ®c*, ®o,-i=gi(ci*)-19fC+g2(c2*)-19c+
• • • 4-g3(cf)-^ and the resulting ®;_i = (wg(c*)_1(c*)_1i f°r all n and g) is equal to ®o,-2 since ng(ca*)~*(cg*)~l = ng{cg*)~2. We shall make the induction part of this result later.
5. Normal systems. We now make the If the respective pairs ©, ® and ©', ®'; X, ®* and X', ®*' are equivalent, the pairs @XJ, ®X®* and ©'X£', ®'X®*' are equivalent. The class of all equivalent pairs ©, ® shall be designated by (©, ®) and be called a normal system of degree n with group ®. Then it follows that if (©, ©) = (©', ©') and (X, ©*) = (£', ©*'), the corresponding systems (SB,, ©*) and (SB,', ©*') of the previous section are equal, if we consider in forming SB,' the normal divisor 9c' of ©' which corresponds to 91 of © in the isomorphism ®^®'. The system (@, ®), © a diagonal algebra, is a left unit in 2 and every element in 2 has finite order.
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For, using our hypothesis of ®, we can form the product in the given sense, and this product is unique if we take a fixed normal divisor 9t of ®. Note that while the product (9B_i, ©*) is unique there can exist other systems (©', ©) such that (©', ©)(£, ®*) = (3B_i, ®*). From the structure of 5B_i it is obvious that the product is not necessarily commutative.
We have (9B_i, ©*) = (©, ®)(2, ®*). Assume (4) The associative law holds if (SBo, ®**) = (SBio, ®**), in other words if SBo, ®** is equivalent to SBio, ©**• For this SBo must be isomorphic to SBio. Let us consider the special case where ©, X, 9? are normal fields whose intersections are Then SBo and SBio are normal fields since they are sub-fields of the field ©X2TX$R. Then we have SBo isomorphic to SBio if and only if the subgroups of ®X®*X®** whose elements leave their elements unaltered are conjugate subgroups of ® X®*X®**(10). But these subgroups are normal divisors of ® X ®* X ®**, hence 3Bo=SBio if and only if their corresponding groups are equal and SBo=SBio-The equality of the groups {ng{c*)~l) X(«*g*(c*«*)-1) and {ng{ca**)~l) X («*g*(c*.*)-1) includes, of course, the equivalence of SBo, ®** and SBio, ®** in general. Thus the associative law holds in 2 if and only if (7) X (»VC«**)-1) = {ng{c**)-x) X (»*f*(<**)-»).
If (7) holds we have g(cs*)_1 in the left member of (7) and g{c*)-' = ng(c**)-^n*h*(ct.*)-1.
Hence n and n* are the unities of 9t and 9Z* respectively, (c*.*)_1 = ca**, h*=g*~l, and g{cg*)~l = gg*-1 and consequently The identity element in 2 is the system (( §, ®) where ( § is diagonal and every element of 2 has finite order.
We only have to show that the multiplication in 2 is commutative, for all the other properties are then immediate consequences of Theorems 7 and 8.
Let © = (m°), X = (vg'). Then SB_i = (wG*) with w = 2~2gugvg'~1 and from this it follows that (©, ®)(£, ®*) = (£, ®*)(@, ®).
This theorem can also be derived as a consequence of the cyclic case. Let now ® be cyclic of order n. ® = [S] has the identity as normal divisor and ® = [/] X [S] and we can form products of two normal semi-fields with ® as group. Albert discusses this case(12). But in case the order n of ® is not a prime, n=ij, we have a subgroup [£'] of ®, which is, of course, a normal divi- Consequently we can consider groups ®o,-" <r = l, • • • , i-1, arising from this relation. ®o,-, consists of elements of the form Si"S"S*~i''ß. It is easily seen that ©o,-, is a cyclic group of order n generated by SS*-'". Hence ®o,-" is the same as the group ®o,-;v arising from the isomorphism ® = ®/[l]^®*, and we do not get any new direct factorizations ©X2Ö by considering ®o,-,. Note that we considered only factorizations ©Xj£ = ©X3B which originated by factorizations of the group ®X®* = ®oX®*. But there can exist different factorizations of ©X£. Since we are dealing with a generalization of the cyclic case, that is, direct factorizations of ©X£ associated with direct factorizations of the group @X®*, there remains the problem of finding all other possible factorizations.
6. Generalized crossed products. Teichmüller defined crossed products of normal semi-fields with their groups similarly to the definition of crossed products of normal fields(13).
Let © be a normal semi-field of order n and ® an automorphism group of ©. To every two elements G, H of ® there shall correspond an element aa,H of © such that Teichmüller proved that if © = Q X@,
with ^ the subgroup of ® belonging to O and a' the subset of a corresponding to pairs of elements of §. Since the crossed product of a normal field with its group is a total matric algebra if the factor set a=i, that is, all ac,h = l, we
It is easily seen that all theorems which hold for factor sets of crossed (13) Teichmüller, p. 93.
(») Ibid., p. 96.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use products of normal fields(15) hold for those of normal semi-fields. In particular those about associated factor sets and that (©, ®, a) X(©, ®, &)~ (©, ®, ab) with the equivalence of algebras, that is, 2I~S3 if 21 = 93 X SDi where SU is a total matric algebra, and ab is the factor set caE*,hf' = ao,hde,.f' hold. From a theorem by Teichmuller(16) we know that, for two crossed products A = (@, ®, a) and B = (X, ®*, b) of normal semi-fields © and X with their respective groups ® and ®*, the direct product J = A XB is a crossed product of the normal semi-field ©XI with its group ®X®* and the product ab of the factor sets a and b a factor set:
Note that what we have called the factor set ab =d in @ X X is that factor set consisting of (Ik ,l -ao .nb^* ,f* for every K = GE*, L=HF* in ®X®*, with G, Hin® and £*, F* in ®*. That the factor set b in SC must consist of elements in SC n 2B_i is trivial since its elements must lie in 2B_i in order that the crossed product (9B_i, ®*, b) has meaning. But 9B_i consists of all elements of ©XSC unaltered by ®0. The automorphisms of @0 are products of automorphisms of ® with automorphisms of §*. Since the elements of SC are unaltered by ®, X n 9B_i consists of all elements of SC unaltered by §c*.
is a normal divisor of ®*, and from Theorem 1 we have 2B_i " £ = £(#"*).
To prove that the conditions for the factor set c are necessary let us assume that there exists a factor set c such that (13) The fraction i?<?0,j/0 designates merely the result of a transformation of the basis in /. The c's form a factor set since we can derive them by a transformation of a basis of /. But the sets c and a are in © and we have (14) b(c'sr\(cp-lRo0,h0 in © for allG0) H0.
In addition, since we want to form the direct product (©, ©o, c) X (333-i, ©*, b) we must have We can consider the crossed product (©, ®, a) as defined by the normal system 21 = (©, ®), if the factor set a is in the intersection of all © in 21. Now we know from Theorem 8 that if © = {uGv, v = 1, • • • , n) with group ® having normal divisor 9? such that ®/ft^^>c, a subgroup of the centrum of ®, and <&* = (yG"), v =y^,0fguic'>)~1, f" a set of j orthogonal idempotents, then the pairs ©, ® and ©*, ®* are equivalent.
An easy computation shows that the intersection © n ©* is ©(^>c), the sub-semi-field of © unaltered by §c. Thus it is at least necessary that the factor set a is in ©( §c).
It follows that if ® is abelian the intersection of all © in 21 must be ©(®) and is therefore albert neuhaus [January In this fashion we write (21, a) with 21 a normal system (@, ®) and a a factor set in the intersection of all © in 21. We say for brevity that a is in 21. Then as a consequence of Theorem 10 we have We now discuss the case where ® is abelian. Then we saw that in order to form a crossed product of the system 21 with its group @ the factor set must be in
We then have Theorem 13. Let 21 and 93 be abelian systems with group ®, a and b two factor sets in the reference field, and This follows from Theorem 12, for the three conditions are satisfied with rG" = l.
As For from Theorem 14 we have (21, a)2 = (21, aa'1) X(2l2, a) with ae,Hö<?jr = 1 and hence (21, aa~l) is a total matric algebra; this is (23) for cr = 2. In general (23) follows then by repeated use of-this argument.
If the group ® of 21 is abelian and the direct product of not more than two cyclic groups we can show that the crossed product (21, a) is the direct product of two cyclic algebras. It is not known whether a similar statement can be made for the case where the group of 21 is the direct product of more than two cyclic factors unless (22) holds, and hence that hypothesis seems to be necessary in order that a result of the type given above may be obtained.
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